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Abstract 
We define a new property act which is stronger than countable compactness: X is act if 
for every open cover y and every dense subspace Y we have St(K, y) =X for some finite 
KC Y (it is a known fact that X is countably compact iff for every open cover y we have 
St(K, y) =X for some finite K cX). Every countably compact space with countable 
tightness is act. The product of an act space with a first countable, compact space is act 
while the product with an arbitrary compact space need not be act. If X’ is act for every r 
then X is compact. Every countably compact space is a closed subspace of some act space. 
Several counterexamples are provided. 
Key words: Act space; Hacc space; Countably compact space; TkaEuk’s construction; 
Franklin-Rajagopalan example 
AMS CMOS) Subj. Class.: 54D20, 54D30 
1. Act spaces 
Let us recall that a T, space X is countably compact provided every infinite 
subset of X has at least one accumulation point in X, or-which is equivalent- 
every countable open cover of X has a finite subcover. One more equivalent 
condition has been given in [2]: a T3 space X is countably compact iff for every 
open cover y the cover y (‘) = {9(x, y): x EX} has a finite subcover (there 
St(x, y) = U (17 E y: x E U)). The proof of this fact for the T2 case is given in [ll]. 
This criterion of countable compactness motivates the following definition: 
Definition 1.1. A space X is said to be absolutely countably compact (act) if for 
every open cover y and every dense subspace Y CX the cover 7’:’ = {3(x, ~1: 
x E Y} has a finite subcover of X. 
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The following propositions are straightforward: 
Proposition 1.2. Every T2 act space is countably compact. 
Proposition 1.3. Every compact space is act. 
Proposition 1.4. The discrete sum of a finite collection of act spaces is act. 
Example 1.5. Here we present a Tychonoff plank type countably compact space 
which is not act. Put X= (wr + 1) X (wl + l)\((wr, wr)). Let us note that X= Y 
U Z where Y = (or + 1) x ol, Z = o, x (w,); X is countably compact as a union of 
two countably compact subspaces Y and Z; Y is dense in X. 
The set U = ((x, y) E X: y > x} is an open neighbourhood of Z in X. For every 
z E Z pick an open set V(z) c Z and an ordinal (Y(Z) E wr for which the inclusion 
z E U, = V, x (h E or + 1: A > a(z)} c U holds. Denote yO = (U(z): z E Z) and 
y = y,, u (Y}. The family y is an open cover of X. Suppose Kc Y is finite. Denote 
* = max(y: (x, y> E K). Then St(K, y) f~ Z = St(K, yO) n Z c U@Tz): (Y(Z) < 
:*)c{z=(h, q)EZ: h<a*}cZ\(( * a , ml)}. By this, St(K, y)#X for every 
finite KC Y which shows that X is not act. 
Let us note that this space X has some more nice properties: (1) X is 
zero-dimensional, (2) I X I = wr, (3) X is locally compact and therefore locally act, 
(4) X is w-bounded, i.e., the closure of any countable subset is compact; the last 
implies (5) X’ is countably compact for any T (see (1211, (6) X is of “compact 
minus unique point” sort, moreover, pX= ax where aX denotes the one-point 
compactification. 
Definition 1.6. A subspace Y CX is w-dense in X if for every a E X there is a 
countable A c Y such that a EA. 
Lemma 1.7. Zf X is countably compact and every dense subspace of X is w-dense in X 
then X is ace. 
Proof. Suppose Y is dense in X and y is an open cover of X. Since X is countably 
compact there is a finite subset A CX such that U(St(a, y): a ELI) =X. For every 
a EA pick a countable B, c Y such that a E B*. Set B = U(B,: a ELI). Clearly, 
I B I G w, and for every a EA, St(a, y) c U(St(b, y): b E B,). So, {Mb, y): b E B) 
is a cover of X. By countable compactness of X, this countable cover has a finite 
subcover which does the job. 0 
This lemma implies immediately 
Theorem 1.8. Zf X is countably compact and t(X) = w, then X is act. 
Theorem 1.9. The L$-product of compact spaces which have countable tightness is an 
ace space. 
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Proof. The Z-product of compact spaces is countably compact. Since the factors 
have countable tightness, by [5] their Z-product does, and Theorem 1.8 implies 
that it is act. 0 
Corollary 1.10. The Z-product of unit intervals is act. 
Let us note that since by [51 this Z-product is also a normal space we have an 
example of a normal act noncompact space. 
Question 1.11. Does there exist a separable, countably compact, non act space? 
Question 1.12 (asked by A.V. Arhangelskii while discussing the author’s report). 
Does there exist a normal, countably compact, non act space? 
Question 1.13. Does there exist a countably compact, non act topological group? 
2. Products of act spaces 
Example 2.1 [7]. There exist countably compact subspaces A, B c /3N such that 
A n B = N, and A x B is not pseudocompact. By Lemma 1.7, A and B are act. So, 
the product of two act spaces need not be even pseudocompact. 
Let us recall that the product of a countably compact space and a countably 
compact k-space (in particular, a compact space) is countably compact (see [l]). 
Example 2.2. The product of an act space and a compact space need not be act. 
Put P = o1 x (w, + 1). The first factor is act by Theorem 1.8, the second is 
compact. Reasons from Example 1.5 show that P is not act. 
Theorem 2.3. The product of a T2 act space with a first countable, compact space is 
act. 
Proof. Suppose X is act, C is compact, y0 is an open cover of XX C, and Y is a 
dense subspace of XX C. There exists an open cover y of XX C which refines y0 
and consists of the elements of the form U X 0 where U is open in X, and 0 is 
open in C. 
Let c E C. Choose a countable base ~3’ = (0,: n E w) of C at c. Put X, =X X 
{c} cX x C, and for every n E w denote 
Then {V,: n E CO} is a countable open cover of a countably compact space X. It has 
a finite subcover IV,,,..., IQ. Let us choose n(c) E w such that c E Once, c O,,, 
n . . . n O,,,. The open cover IO,+): c E C} of the compact space C has a finite 
subcover (O_ . . . , O,,,,}. Then the sets W, =Xx O,,,, (where k = 1,. . . ,I) give a 
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finitecoverofXXC.Forl~k~EdenoteY,=YnW,andy,=(UXOEy:O~ 
Om,}. Since mk = n(c) for some c E C, yk covers W,. Set 6, = {U: U X 0 E yk for 
some O} and 2, = {x: (x, c) E Y, for some c E Cl. Then 6, is an open cover of 
X, and 2, is dense in X. There is a finite Mk c Z, such that St(M,, 6,) =X. For 
each XEM,, pick c(x) E C for which (x, c(x)> E Y,, and denote Nk = 
{(x, c(x)>: x E Mk). Then St(N,, yk) 3 W,. Put N = U(N,: k = 1,. . . , I), then 
St(N,y)~U{St(N,,y,):k=l,..., Z}xU{W,:k=l,..., Z}=XxC 
which verifies that XX C is act since N c Y and N is finite. 0 
Question 2.4. Is XX C act when X is act, C is compact, and t(C) = w? 
We can generalize Example 2.2. In fact, for any noncompact X, XX Y is not 
act for some compact Y. To prove this let us consider 
Definition 2.5. For any noncompact space X, denote 
L-(X) = {T&W: there exists a cover y of X such that I yI =T, 
and y has no subcover y’ with I y’ I < T} , 
and 
Z-(X) =min{r: TEL-(X)}. 
Note that any open cover LL of X with I u I < Z-(X) has a finite subcover. 
Definition 2.6. A family v = (U,: (Y < 7) of open subsets of a space X is a r-crater 
in X (7 is an infinite cardinal) if the sets U, are open in X, U, 3 U, for (Y < ~3, the 
intersection n v is nonempty, and X\ l-l v is dense in X. 
Proposition 2.7. If 7 E L-(X), and Y has a r-crater, then XX Y is not act. 
Proof. Let y = IV,: LY < 7) be an open cover of X, no subfamily y’ c y with 
I y’ I < 7 covers X, let v = (U,: c~ < T) be a T-crater in Y, n v = F. We choose an 
arbitrary P E F and denote W, =X X (Y\(P)), and W =X x (Y\F). Consider the 
cover 6 = IV, X U,: (Y < 7) U {W,) of XX Y and the dense subspace W of XX Y. 
Suppose KC W is finite. Then, for every (x, y) E K, y G U&,~ for some (Y(Y) < 7. 
Put (Y* = max(cY(y): (x, y) E K). We have St(K, S) c U(V, x U,: (Y < LY*) u W, c 
((U(V,:cr<a*))X{P))UW,#XXYsincec~*<~,and lJ{I/,:a<a*)fX. 0 
Corollary 2.8. If T E L-(X), then X X (T + 1) is not act. 
Indeed, (T + 1) has the r-crater (U,: LY < 7) where U, = (y: cx < y G T). 
Since L-(X) # fl for any noncompact X, we have 
Corollary 2.9. If X is a noncompact space then XX (T + 1) is not act for some T. 
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Corollary 2.9’. Zf X X (7 + 1) is act for every r then X is compact. 
Corollary 2.10. Zf X is a noncompact space then X x Y is not act for some compact 
space Y. 
Remark 2.11. No cardinal T will work in Corollary 2.9’. for arbitrary X: a slight 
modification of the proof of Theorem 2.3 provides 
Theorem 2.3’. Zf X is act and T2, Y is compact, and x(Y) < l-(X) > w, then XX Y 
is act. 
So, 5-+X(7 + 1) is act for any 7. 
Now, we are going to prove that X’ is act for any cardinal r only if X is 
compact. 
Definition 2.12. Let us denote 
D(X) = { 7: r is a regular cardinal, and d(X) has a cofinal subset 
of order type r} 
where d(X) is the density of a space X. The set D(X) is nonempty since 
cf(d(X)) E D(X). 
Proposition 2.13. For any noncompact space X and any regular cardinal A, 
cf(d(X’)) = A for some 7. 
Proof. Let us define the mapping cp from ordinals to cardinals by setting ~(0) = 
d(X), and 
cp( cx) = min{r : r is a regular cardinal, and d( X’) > d( Xq’“‘) 
for each (+ < cu}, 
as soon as q(a) is defined for each u < LY. 
Let us denote T* = C{cp(a): (Y < A}, and 6* = C(d(X(qp(a)): CI < A}. Then 
cf(d(X’*)) = A. Indeed, XT* can be interpreted as the product XT* = Y = IHY,: (Y 
< A} where Y = Xqcay). Let us choose, for every (Y < A, the dense subset 0, c Y, 
with ID, I = :(Y,), and an arbitrary point P, E Y,. Put 
B, = {(Y(Y))+ y ( y ) = P, for all but finitely many y G (Y, 
and y ( y ) E D,, , otherwise} 
for each a<A, and B= U{B,: a<A}. Then B is dense in Y, IBI =C(IB,l: 
(Y < A} = C(d(X’(“‘): CY < A} = S* and cf ( I B I> = A since A is regular. Finally, 
I B I = 6* = d(Y) since d(Y) > diYu) for each (Y <A. 0 
Corollary 2.13’. For any noncompact space X, D(X’) n L-(X) # fl for some r. 
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Proof. For any noncompact space X, L-(X) contains at least one regular cardinal. 
0 
Proposition 2.14. Zf r E D(X), then X’ has a r-crater. 
Proof. Let us choose two different points P, Q E X and denote p the point of X’ 
all coordinates of which equal P. Let D be a dense subspace of X, I D I = d(X), 
and denote 
Y= {Y = (Y(4),,, EX’: U(y) cr, IA(y)] <w suchthat y(a) ED 
for LY EA( y) and y( (Y) = Q for (Y E r\A( y)}. 
Then Y is dense in X’, I Y I = d(X), and p P Y. Let < be a well-ordering of Y of 
order type d(X) and let T be a cofinal subset of (Y, <) of order type T. For every 
t E T denote B, = (s E Y: s < t), F, = & (closure is taken in X7), and U, =X’\F,. 
If i: T + (T, < I T) denotes the order isomorphism, then v = {Uj(a): (Y < 7) is a 
r-crater in X’. Indeed, the sets U, are open since the sets Ft are closed; (Y < p < 7 
implies i(a) < i(p), BiCrYj c BiCPj, and U&, =X7\Bj~LI~~XT\BBI~P~= C&,. To show 
that the set G = l-l v is nonempty let us verify that p E G. Suppose A < 7. Denote 
C,, = lJ{A(y): y E BiChJ. Then I CA I < r since A < T, and I A(y) I <w for any y. 
By choosing some (Y* E T\ CA we get the open neighbourhood O,, = { y = 
(y(a)>,,. =X7: Y, * # Q} which does not intersect BiCAj and therefore FjChj. This 
means that p E l& for each A <T, and so p E n V. Finally, the set X7\ n v = 
U{F,: ~ET}IIJ(B,: ~ET)=Y isdensein X’. 0 
Theorem 2.15. For every noncompact space X, X’ is not act .for some 7. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.13’, there is some r E D(X7) 17 L-(X). Denote Z =X’. Then 
r E L-(X), and by Proposition 2.13, Z has a r-character. So, XX Z is not act by 
Proposition 2.7. But XX Z =X’ XX’ E X’. 0 
Theorem 2.15’. Zf X’ is act for every cardinal r, then X is compact. 
However, the last theorem cannot be improved by finding a universal cardinal 
r* such that for each X, XT* is act would imply compactness of X. 
Example 2.16. CT+>’ is act (but noncompact) for any infinite cardinal 7. To verify 
this, let us denote Z = (T+)~, and note that Z is r-bounded (i.e., every subset 
M c Z, I M I G T is contained in a compact subspace of Z), and therefore initially 
T-compact (see [9]). Suppose an open cover y and a dense subspace Y CZ are 
given. By countable compactness of Z, there exists a finite set KcZ such that 
St(K, y) = Z. Since Z has tightness 7, for every k E K we can choose a subset 
- 
A,cY, lAk] ~7, kEA,. Denote A= U{A,: kEK). Then IAl ET and 6= 
{St(a, r): a EA} is a cover of Z with I 6 I G T. Since Z is T-bounded there exists a 
finite subcover of 6 which does the job. 
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Question 2.17. Does the absolute countable compactness of Xwcx) imply compact- 
ness of X? 
3. Continuous images of act spaces 
Example 3.1. The continuous image of an act space need not be act. Put 
K= (Wi x WI> 63 WI. Then K is act as the discrete sum of two act spaces. However 
there is a continuous one-to-one mapping f from K onto the non act space P 
from Example 2.2: f((~, p) = ((u, P), f(h) = (A, w1 + 1). 
Let us recall that a mapping f : X --, Z is pseudoopen provided Int(f(O)> # fl 
for every nonempty open set 0 CX. 
Proposition 3.2. The continuous pseudoopen image of an act space is act. 
Proof. Suppose f : X + Z is a continuous pseudoopen onto mapping, y is an open 
cover of Z and Y a dense subspace of Z. Then y0 = {f-‘(U): U E 7) is an open 
cover of X, and (since f is pseudoopen) Y, =f-l(Y) is dense in X. Then there is a 
finite A, CX such that %(A,, ya) =X, and A =f(A,) does the job. 0 
Question 3.3. Find an inner characterization of those spaces X for which f(X) is 
act for each continuous mapping f. 
4. Closed subspaces of act spaces 
4.1. Tka&kS construction 
In [lo], the following operation on a space Z was introduced: denote 7 = I Z I 
and let A(r) be the one-point compactification of a discrete space A, I A I = T, 
A(T) =A U {a). Fix a disjoint family (A,: x E Z} of countable infinite subsets of A 
and put X= (Z X {a)) U Y, CZ XA(7) where Y0 = U{(x) XA,: x E Z). We shall 
use this operation for an arbitrary countably compact space Z. In this case, X is 
also countably compact as a closed subspace of the product of a countably compact 
space Z and a compact space A(T) (identifying Z with Z X {a)). However, Y0 is 
dense, discrete, and open in X. So, for every dense subspace Y of X we have 
Y 3 YO. Besides, every point x E Z is the limit of the sequence A, c Z. Therefore, 
Y0 is w-dense in X, and so is every dense subspace of X. Lemma 1.7 implies that 
X is act. Clearly Z is closed in X and we have 
Theorem 4.2. Every countably compact space Z can be represented as a closed 
subspace of an act space X such that (1) X/Z is open and discrete in X and (2) 
every point x E Z is a limit of a converging sequence from X/Z. 
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According to Example 2.2, a (nondiscrete) sum of two act spaces need not be 
act. We can state, however, 
Proposition 4.3. Zf X = X, U . . . U X,, Xi is act for 1 & i < 12, and Xi c Int Xi for 
1 < i < n then X is act. 
Proof. If Y is dense in X then Y nXi is dense in Xi for 1 < i < ~1. 0 
Example 4.4. A regular closed subspace of an act space need not be act. Let us 
consider the space H’ = H, CB H,, where H, is a result of applying TkaW’s 
construction to the space wi, and H, = w1 X (w , + 1) from Example 2.2, and the 
factor mapping h : H-+X which identifies the points of wr c H, with the corre- 
sponding points of w1 X {ml} c Hz. The resulting factor space X is act by Proposi- 
tion 4.3, as X=X, uX, where X, = h(H,), X2= h(w, XW,)-CN~ Xo,. The set 
Z = X, c X is regular closed in X, but not act since it is homeomorphic to P from 
Example 2.2. 
Remark 4.5. Franklin and Rajagopalan have constructed in [3] a compactification 
of integers with remainder homeomorphic to w1 + 1. Removing {w,} gives the 
space yN which is normal, sequential, locally compact, and contains the integers as 
an open dense subspace. Unfortunately, this space is countably compact only 
assuming extra set-theoretic axioms. Exactly, countable compactness of yN is 
equivalent to t = w1 [S]. Assuming t = wl, and taking yN instead of H, we can 
construct even a stronger counterexample X’ than the last example X: X, is 
regular closed and G, (even functionally closed) in X’, but not act. 
5. Hacc spaces 
As we have seen in Theorem 4.2 and Example 4.4 a closed subspace of an act 
space need not, in general, be act. So the following definition seems natural. 
Definition 5.1. A space X is hacc if all closed subspaces of X are act. 
Proposition 5.2. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) X is hacc, 
(ii) for every A CX and every open cover y of x there exists a finite subset 
A,, CA such that S&4,, y) IA, 
(iii) for every A CX and every open cover y of X there exists a finite subset 
A,, CA such that St&, y) IA. 
Proof. (i) @ (ii) * (iii) is straightforward. To check (iii) d (ii) it suffices to consider 
the family y U {X\A3 where y is an arbitrary open (in X) cover of x 0 
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Remark 5.3. Every compact space is hacc and every hacc space is act. Though, of 
course, hacc is a closed hereditary property, Examples 2.2 and 3.1 above show that 
the product of an hacc space with a compact space need not be hacc and neither 
does the continuous image of an hacc space. 
Since countable tightness is a hereditary property the proof of Theorem 1.9 and 
its corollary imply that a ,$product of compact spaces which have countable 
tightness and in particular of unit intervals, is hacc, which presents an example of a 
normal noncompact hacc space. 
By a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 2.3 we get 
Theorem 5.4. The product of a T2 hacc space with a first countable, compact space is 
hacc. 
Proof. Suppose X is hacc, C is compact, F is a closed subset of XX C, Y is a 
dense subspace of F, and y0 is a cover of F by open sets in XX C. There exists a 
cover y of F which refines y0 and consists of the elements of the form U X 0 
where U is open in X, and 0 is open in C. Denote pr, and pr, the projection 
mappings of XX C onto X and onto C, respectively. For each c E C, denote 
H, = {x EX: (x, c) E F}, XC = H, x {c} CX X C. Put C, = pr,(F). The set C, is 
closed (and hence compact) since C is compact, first countable, and X is 
countably compact. 
Let c E C,. Fix a countable base &5’c of C at c. For each 0 Ebb, denote 
I/(0, c)={x EH,: 317 X O’ER such that x E U, and 0 CO’). The countable 
open cover (V(0, c): 0 ~55’~) of the countably compact space H, has a finite 
subcover, say {V(O,, c), . . . , V<O,, cl}. Choose an element O(c) E%‘~ such that 
c~O(~)~~{O~:1~i~n}.ThenthesetI/,=U~UcX:30cCsuchthatUXO 
c y and O(c) c 0) is an open neighbourhood of the set H, in X. 
Claim. There is an eZement O’(c) ~~29~ such that c E O’(c) c O(c) and pr.J(X 
xol(c))nF)cl/,. 
Indeed, if such O’(c) does not exist then for every 0 ES~, there is a point 
PO = (x0, yo) E (XX o’(c)) n F such that x0 EX\ V,. The sequence {Po: 0 E 
~23’~) has an accumulation point P” = (x*, y*). Note that P* E (XX o’(c)) f~ F 
since the set (X x o’(c)) n F is closed in X X C, and y* = c since the family Bc is 
a base at c. Then P* = (x*, c-1 E (XX (c)j n F = XC, hence x* E H,. On the other 
hand, x* is an accumulation point of the sequence lx,: 0 E~J, and hence 
x” E X\ V, c X\H, (the set X\ V, is closed). A contradiction. 
The open cover {O’(c): c E C,) of a compact subspace C, of C has a finite 
subcover, say {O’(c,>, . . . , O’(c,J. For 1 <j G m, denote E;. = Y n (XX m> n F, 
and Zj = pr,(E;). Then q is dense in S, = (XX ol(ci> n F and Z, is dense in 
q = pr,(Sj). The family of sets Sj = {U cX: 30 c Y such that U X 0 E y and 
0 1 O(c,>} is an open cover of Z,. Since the set 7;. is closed in X (C is compact) 
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and X is hacc, there exists a finite subset Aj cZj such that St(Aj, Sj> 3 Tj. For 
each a l Aj choose arbitrary b(a) E (pr,)-‘(a) n q. Put Bj = {b(a): u l Aj). Then 
St(Bj, y) ~(pr,)-‘(q) = Sj. Denote B = U{Bj: 1 G j GM}. Then B is a finite 
subset of Y, and St(B, yO) 2 St(B, 7) = U(St(Bj, y), 1 <j <ml 2 UISj: I <j Q ml 
=F. q 
Question 5.5. Suppose X is hacc, C is compact and t(C) = o. Is XX C hacc? 
Here we show only that if t(Y) # w then XX Y is not act for certain X. 
Definition 5.6. For any space X denote 
T-(X) = {A: f or some A CX with I A I = A there is a point a ~2 
such that a #& for any A, CA with I A, I <A} 
and 
T*(X) = ~J{{T: cf(h) <r<h}: A ET-(X)]. 
Proposition 5.7. If L-(X) n T*(Y) # fl then XX Y is not hucc. 
Proof. Suppose r E L-(X) n T*(Y). Then cf(A) G r G A for some A G T(X), and - 
there exists a subset A c Y for which I A 1 = A, and a point a E Asuch that a $5 A, 
for any A, CA with I A, 1 <A. Let < well-order the set A, and choose a cofinal 
subset B CA of order type T; B = {b,: a < T} with b, < bp as soon as CY < /?. For 
each (Y < r denote F, = {x EA: x < b,}, and U, =x\F,. The family {U,: (Y < T} is 
a r-crater in x So, by Proposition 2.7, X Xx is not act, and X X Y is not hacc. 
cl 
Theorem 5.8. X’mcx) is not hucc for any noncompact X. 
Proof. Let us denote r = Z-(X), Y = X’. Since X is noncompact, it contains a 
two-point subset D, so, Y contains a closed subset D’. It is well known that every 
zero-dimensional space whose weight is G T can be embedded into D’. Therefore, 
there exists a homeomorphic embedding h : 7 + 1 + D’ c Y. The set A = h(T) and 
the point a = h((7)) satisfy the condition from Definition 5.6, so T E T-(Y) c 
T*(Y). Then by Proposition 5.7, X x Y is not hacc, but X X Y = XxX’ N X’. 0 
Theorem 5.8’. If X 1-(x) is hucc then X is compact. 
Question 5.9. For which cardinals (Y, p, y, 6 there exists a Tychonoff space X such 
that: 
l X’ is hacc for r < LY, 
l X’ is act but not hacc for (Y G r < /3, 
l X’ is countably compact but not act for /3 G 7 < y, 
l X’ is pseudocompact but not countably compact for y < r < 6, 
l X’ is not pseudocompact for r > 6? 
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6. Other star covering properties 
Here we consider some more concepts closely related with act. 
Definition 6.1. A space X is absolutely l-H-closed (alHc) if for every open cover y 
of X and every dense subspace Y of X there exists a finite subset KC Y such that 
the set St(K, y> is dense in X. 
Proposition 6.2. Every countably compact T, space is alHc. 
Proof. Suppose X is countably compact, Y is a dense subspace in X, y is an open 
cover of X, and St(A, y> is not dense in X for any finite A c Y. Then, for every 
finite A c Y, we may choose yA E Y\ St( A, y), which enables us to construct an 
infinite sequence {y,: n E w1 of points y, E Y such that y, E lJISt(y,, y): k < n1 
for every II E W. Then the set {y,: n E 01 is closed and discrete in X. 0 
Example 6.3. The Tychonoff plank T = (wl + 1) X (w + l>\((w,, w)} is alHc but 
not countably compact (since it contains a closed discrete subset IO,} x 01. To 
verify alHc let us note that the subspace Y = w1 X (w + 1) is dense and open in T, 
countably compact, and t(Y) = w. 
6.4. Second stars. A space X is a 2-pseudocompact [61 if for every open cover y of 
X the cover y (2) = (St2(x, y): x EX} has a finite subcover of X. This property is 
for Tychonoff spaces between countable compactness and pseudocompactness. It 
was considered under other names in [ll] and in [4]. Now, it seems natural to 
establish 
Definition 6.5. A space X is absolutely 2-pseudocompact (a2pc) if for every open 
cover y of X and every dense subspace Y of X the cover y(y2) = (St2(x, y>: x E Y} 
has a finite subcover of X. 
Question 6.6. Does there exist a Tychonoff 2-pseudocompact space which is not 
a2pc? 
Remark 6.7. Considering a3pc, a4pc, and so on, spaces obtained by an evident 
modification of Definition 6.5, do not lead to new classes of spaces since one can 
easily verify from [ll], or [6], or [4] that all these concepts are equivalent to 
pseudocompactness. 
I would like to thank Professor A.V. Arhangelskii for his interest to this work. 
Theorem 4.2 and Example 3.1 solve his questions established while discussing the 
first version of the paper. I am also grateful to V.V. TkaCuk, E.A. Reznichenko, 
and V.V. Uspenskii for useful discussions which helped to improve some results. I 
am greatly thankful to the Referee who has found some mistakes in my text and 
proposed the way to simplify several statements and proofs. 
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7. Note added in proof 
Some problems stated in the paper have been solved by now. B. Bokalo and I. 
Guran noted that for some r, the 7th power s’ of the L$product s of w1 copies 
of two points is a countably compact topological group which is not act. J.E. 
Vaughan has obtained this result independently in a stronger form: he showed that 
r = wi will do. The author constructed a countably compact topological ring which 
is not act. J.E. Vaughan showed that assuming PFA, the answer to Question 2.4 is 
affirmative and asked if there exists a model of ZFC with a counterexample. Also, 
he demonstrated that the T in Theorem 2.15 can be taken relatively small which 
enabled him to solve Question 1.11 affirmatively. The author solved Question 6.6 
affirmatively. 
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